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INTRODUCTION: 

 

Jabra BIZ 2400 II Duo UNC Headset consists of a professional wired pair of handset designed 

for delivering of sound considered as outstanding on both ends of call. It is considered as 40% 

lighter than other competing headset available in market. It is coupled with super-soft leatherette 

headband with ear cushions. The Jabra BIZ 2400 consists of a series with remarkably coupled 

call centre agents, civil servants, contact centre agents, HR and IT support as they deal with 

huge amount of calls all the time. Unified Communications (UC) softphones have been made 

possible by the use of Jabra Biz 2400 with its outstanding and comfortable leatherette-padded 

speakers and integrated Bluetooth technology. 
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CHARACTERISTIC OF JABRA BIZ 2400: 

Brand Jabra 

Colour Black 

Connection USB 

Form in use On-Ear headset 

Use Used as PC headset 

Type Headsets 

Stereo Yes and is present 

Ultra Noise cancellation Yes and is present 

  

FUNCTIONS OF JABRA BIZ 2400 II DUO UNC HEADSET: 

·         Peak stop Technology: 

As the name indicate that is capable of removing the unnecessary sound, which can produce 

discomfort to the user’s ear. 

·         Air shock Microphone: 

For the sake of clean communication air shock, microphone removes the choking of the sound 

removing the discomfort produced. 

 

·         All day wear Headset : 

Highly featured frames and soft cushioned ear is capable for all-day wear. 

·         Multiple Connectivity:  

Enable to accommodate desk phone with the help of separate connectivity with ease. 

·         High-Quality Voice Capability: 

Capable of providing clear and uninterrupted audio with greater efficiency. 

·         Jabra Exclusive 2400 II UNC with  Free of Cost Spin Boom : - 

Provided with 360-degree radius capable of providing free usage and comfort in communication. 



·         Ultra Noise Cancellation : 

Designed to reduce unwanted background noise with greater efficiency. 

  

·         Reinforced Kevlar Cords : 

Cords are capable of handling the strain with greater ease. They are considered more durable as 

compared to alternatives. 

 

FEATURES OF JABRA BIZ 2400 II Duo Headset: 

Ø  Capable of removing harmful very high pitch sounds thus keeping the sound with a 

permissible range thus protecting from any kind of harm to the user ears.  

Ø  Specially designed leatherette ear cushions with microphone boom are comfortable to use 

even all day long without causing discomfort. 

Ø  Feature of HD voice and large wideband audio enable smooth communication without 

struggling to understand what the other person is saying. 

Ø  Easy rotation of the arm at a radius of 360 degrees without causing breakage. 

Ø  The presence of reinforced cord increases the durability of cord. 

Ø  Microphones are established as noise cancelling with reduction of background noise even in a 

very crowded and noisy environment. 

Ø  In order to improve call quality and ensure smooth communication microphone equipped 

with small holes covered with a layer of foam is build up to reduce the unwanted breathing noise. 

Ø  Wired Connectivity provided by 2400 II USB headset. 

Ø   Gold Plated connector used to provide the connectivity for wide range of stereo home equipments. 

Ø  Boom microphone designed to provide clear and easily audible voice. 

Ø  Extraordinary USB features connector. 

Ø  For the purpose of portability supra-aural BIZ are built in it. 

Ø  Available in a variety of wearing styles. 

Ø  Considered as the world’s best acoustic shock protecting equipment. 

Ø  Provided with the additional feature of being rotated at a radius of 360 degree. 

Ø  Provided with Ultra Noise Canceling microphone for the purpose providing the user with call 

clarity. 

Ø  Flexible boom tip enable placement of microphone avoiding the distortion of voice of user 

with crystal clear conversation and good user experience. 
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TYPES OF JABRA BIZ 2400II DUO UNC: 

 

1.   Jabra BIZ 2400 II Duo UNC Corded VoIP Headset: 

The Jabra BIZ 2400 II Duo UNC has been featured with HD high-quality audio for perfect 

crystal clear sound with much-improved noise cancelling capabilities with break-proof and 

capability of being rotated at 360-degree microphone. 

2.      Jabra BIZ 2400 II Duo NC Corded VoIP Headset: 

         The Jabra BIZ 2400 II Duo is a part of the 2400 series of Jabra. It has been designed with 

such a great efficiency of one ear headset.  Jabra Duo has been highly equipped with little 

maintenance costs and greater service life they are made in such a way that they are 40% lighter 

than other available in market. Jabra Biz 2400 II Duo NC Headset has been fitted with Kevlar 

coding which are of high quality, light and good noise cancelling properties. 

 

PRECAUTIONS FOR HEADSET: 

Ø  Properly caring for the handset requires being stored safely in protected covering. 

Ø  Avoiding the storage at extreme temperature otherwise, it can affect the headset. 

 

USAGE OF HANDSET: 

1. For the purpose to attend the call tap the answer or end button. 

2. For attending a Bluetooth call tap the 0 button. 

3. For adjusting volume of speaker rotate the volume dial. 

4. For unmute microphone tap the mute button. 

5. For the purpose of handling multiple calls. The handset can accept and decline a      number 

of calls at the same time with greater efficiency. 

6. For ending current call and answering incoming call tap the answer button. 

7. For purpose of switching between the on hold call and active call just press and hold answer 

button for just 2 sec. 

8. For mute or unmute microphone just tap the mute button. 

9. To use the handset with mobile phone pair the handset with phone. 
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10. Pairing the handset enables the connection of handset with the phone which are paired only 

once and it will automatically be connected to the in range mobile phone. 

11. For placing a call on the mobile phone dial mobile phone and automatically the required 

audio will be sent to handset, which it is found in range. 

12. The headset can be also selected as a default audio device for this just go to control panel 

option on computer. Opening up the sound and audio device option a dialogue box will appear 

press Apply and then Ok, this will automatically perform the required task. 
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